
ABRAHAM LINCOLN PAPERS

The papers of Abraham Lincoln (), lawyer, representative from Illinois, and sixteenth president of the United States,
contain approximately 

Collected Works did not include incoming correspondence to Lincoln, which denies the reader important
context. The cases represented paint a vivid picture of America in the decades leading up to the Civil War. The
Papers of Abraham Lincoln has identified over 70, documents written by and to Lincoln in repositories and
collections around the world. Before his presidency, from to , Lincoln practiced law in the courts of central
Illinois. It features all of the documents from the DVD edition, plus an additional 45 cases, 12 non-litigation
activities, and nearly 1, new documents, as well as updated color images of more than 1, documents, many
written by Lincoln. Beginning in , teams of researchers visited private and public repositories around the U.
Nicolay and John Hay. Samuel Wheeler acting , â€”present [2] Daniel W. The major purpose of the Papers of
Abraham Lincoln is "to preserve all of Lincoln's correspondence both incoming and outgoing and speeches
with digital images, to provide authoritative transcriptions of those documents, to offer historical context for
each document through annotation, and to make the images and transcriptions freely available over the
Internet. And in the nearly 60 years since the publication of Collected Works, many new Lincoln documents
have been discovered, providing new opportunities for historical scholarship. Nicolay and Hay subsequently
drew upon these nearly 20, documents to write their ten-volume Lincoln biography published in  His passion
was evident from the start--he felt that a reverence for the law should be "the political religion of the
nation"--and he distinguished himself rapidly. The first document was a small workbook that Lincoln used as
a schoolboy. The Digital Edition includes transcriptions and images of documents written by or to Abraham
Lincoln, presented in a searchable format. By his early thirties, he was already considered one of the finest
attorneys in Illinois. No understanding of Lincoln is complete without a look at the great career in law that
preceded his remarkable presidency. All documents in the Digital Edition are transcribed, single-proofed, and
annotated; the transcriptions are orally double-proofed; and all annotation is fact-checked. It is composed of a
Digital Edition and a Digital Archive. Edited by Daniel W. The move of the state capital to Springfield a shift
that Lincoln, as a legislator, helped effect brought the state supreme court, as well as the U. Lincoln first
studied the law, through private reading, during an early stint in the state legislature. New technology and the
development of documentary editing as a discipline allows for more faithful renditions of the texts.


